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Search for Muon Neutrino Disappearance       
in a Short-Baseline Accelerator Neutrino Beam
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Neutrino Oscillation

CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

The probability for !" ! !# oscillation is given as

P(!" ! !#) = sin2 2$ sin2
!

(Ei " Ej)t
2

"
. (1.18)

Making an approximation of Ei # p +m2
i /2p and including the factors of ! and c,

the probability is formulated as

P(!" ! !#) = sin2 2$ sin2
!

1.27!m2[eV2]L[km]
E[GeV]

"
, (1.19)

where !m2 $ m2
j "m2

i is the mass-squared di"erence and L is the flight length of
neutrino.

If the neutrino mass states mix together and their eigenvalues are di"erent,
that is $ ! 0 and !m2 ! 0, neutrinos can change their flavor during travel. Thus,
the observation of neutrino oscillation gives an evidence for the finite neutrino
mass. The oscillation amplitude is characterized by the mixing angle $ and the
mass-squared di"erence !m2, and expressed as a function of L/E. The oscillation
e"ect is enhanced to the maximum when the following condition is satisfied:

L [km]
E [GeV]

=
%

2.53 · !m2 [eV2]
. (1.20)

1.2 Search for neutrino oscillation

Currently, there is no theoretical prediction on neutrino masses, and many exper-
iments have been performed to probe the masses of neutrinos. Up to now, the
evidence for neutrino oscillations has been discovered by various experiments.
The neutrino oscillation experiments measure the sizes of the squared-mass di"er-
ences and the mixing angles; these are called ”oscillation parameters”. Figure 1.2
shows the regions of neutrino oscillation parameter space allowed or excluded
by various experiments. In this chapter, we introduce neutrino oscillation exper-
iments and summarize our current knowledge of the oscillation phenomena.
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Confirmed in two parameter regions
Atmospheric region (Δm2 ~ 10-3 eV2)
Super-K, K2K, MINOS, etc..
Solar region (Δm2 ~ 10-5 eV2)
SNO, Super-K, KamLAND, etc..
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The MiniBooNE detector is a ~1kton mineral oil Cherenkov detector

12 m diameter, 1280 inner PMTs, 240 outer ‘veto’ PMTs

Use hit topology and timing to

determine electron-like or muon-like

Cherenkov rings and corresponding

charged current neutrino interactions
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cles that emerge from the interactions in the target along
the direction pointing to the SciBooNE detector. The fo-
cusing is produced by the toroidal magnetic field present in
the air volume between the horn’s two coaxial conductors
made of aluminum alloy. The horn current pulse is ap-
proximately a half-sinusoid of amplitude 174 kA, 143 !s
long, synchronized to each beam spill. The polarity of the
horn current flow can be (and has been) switched, in order
to focus negatively charged mesons, and therefore produce
an antineutrino instead of a neutrino beam.

The beam of focused, secondary mesons emerging from
the target/horn region is further collimated, via passive
shielding, and allowed to decay into neutrinos in a cylin-
drical decay region filled with air at atmospheric pressure,
50 m long and 90 cm in radius. A beam absorber located at
the end of the decay region stops the hadronic and muonic
component of the beam, and only a pure neutrino beam
pointing toward the detector remains, mostly from "! !
!!#! decays.

B. Neutrino flux prediction

Neutrino flux predictions at the SciBooNE detector
location are obtained via a GEANT4-based [23] beam
Monte Carlo simulation. The same simulation code devel-
oped by the MiniBooNE Collaboration is used [24].

In the simulation code, a realistic description of the
geometry and materials present in the BNB target hall
and decay region is used. Primary protons are generated
according to the expected beam optics properties upstream
of the target. The interactions of primary protons with the
beryllium target are simulated according to state-of-the-art
hadron interaction data. Of particular importance for this
analysis is "! production in proton-beryllium interactions,
which uses experimental input from the HARP [25] and
BNL E910 [26] experiments. Production of secondary
protons, neutrons, charged pions, and charged and neutral
kaons is taken into account, and elastic and quasielastic
scattering of protons in the target are also simulated.
Particles emanating from the primary proton-beryllium
interaction in the target are then propagated within the
GEANT4 framework, which accounts for all relevant physics
processes. Hadronic reinteractions of pions and nucleons
with beryllium and aluminum materials are particularly
important and are described by custommodels, while other
hadronic processes and all electromagnetic processes (en-
ergy loss, multiple scattering, effect of horn magnetic field,
etc.) are described according to default GEANT4 physics
lists. A second, FORTRAN-based Monte Carlo code uses the
output of the GEANT4 program as input, and is responsible
for generating the neutrino kinematics distributions from
meson and muon decays, and for obtaining the final neu-
trino fluxes extrapolated to the SciBooNE detector with
negligible beam Monte Carlo statistical errors. Current
best knowledge of neutrino-producing meson and muon

decay branching fractions, and decay form factors in three-
body semileptonic decays, are used. Polarization effects in
muon decays are also accounted for.
Once produced by the simulation, neutrinos are extrapo-

lated along straight lines toward the SciBooNE detector.
All neutrinos whose ray traces cross any part of the detec-
tor volume are considered for SciBooNE flux predictions.
Based on accurate survey data, the distance between the
center of the beryllium target and the center of the SciBar
detector is taken to be 99.9 m, with the SciBooNE detector
located on beam axis within a tolerance of a few centi-
meters. Each simulated neutrino interaction is linked to its
detailed beam information and history, which includes
neutrino flavor, energy, parent type and kinematics, and
ray trace entry and exit points within the detector volume;
the ray trace information is used to determine the incoming
neutrino’s direction and interaction location. Proper
weights for each beam neutrino event are computed, using
this beam neutrino information, as well as information
from the interaction and detector simulation: neutrino in-
teraction probability, and detailed SciBooNE detector ge-
ometry and specifications.
The neutrino flux prediction at the SciBooNE detector

location and as a function of neutrino energy is shown in
Fig. 1. A total neutrino flux per proton on target of 2:2"
10#8 cm#2 is expected at the SciBooNE detector location
and in neutrino running mode (positive horn polarity), with
a mean neutrino energy of 0.7 GeV. The flux is dominated
by muon neutrinos (93% of total), with small contributions
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FIG. 1 (color online). Neutrino flux prediction at the
SciBooNE detector as a function of neutrino energy E#, normal-
ized per unit area, proton on target (POT), and neutrino energy
bin width. The spectrum is averaged within 2.12 m from the
beam center. The total flux and contributions from individual
neutrino flavors are shown.
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Experimental Setup

1. SciBooNE Charged 
Current Event Selection

2. SciBooNE Spectrum Fit

3. Expected MiniBooNE Distribution 4. Oscillation Sensitivity

Fermilab Booster 
Neutrino Beam

SciBooNE (2007 - 2008)

MiniBooNE (2002 - )
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CC event candidate

High intensity pure muon 
neutrino beam.
<Eν> ~ 0.7 GeV

~ 1 k ton mineral oil 
Cherenkov detector. 
Main component: CH2

Common neutrino target (both carbon) 
and neutrino beam
Most of systematic errors cancel

SciBar:
Fine segmented scintillator 
tracker (14K strips)
Neutrino target (CH)
Fiducial mass: 10 tons
MRD (Muon Range Detector):
Sandwich of steel and 
scintillator planes.
Measure muon momentum

Fit Pμ vs θμ distributions.
Tune neutrino spectrum and 
cross-section parameters(MA, κ)

Sensitive to oscillations at ~1 eV2
L ~ 500m, Eν ~ 0.7GeV

Final SciBooNE-MiniBooNE joint 
fit result will be released soon!

Long track with MIP-like 
energy deposit.
Originate from SciBar 

fiducial Volume
All SciBar-contained, 

MRD-stopped and MRD-
penetrated muons are used 
for wide energy coverage.

Good data/MC 
agreement

An additional oscillation signal would 
indicate new physics.
         Sterile neutrino, etc...

Oscillations in other parameter regions 
are prohibited by the current standard 
model with 3 generations of neutrinos.

Observed Oscillations
Neutrino flavour and mass 
eigenstates are mixed
Neutrino change flavor as a 
function of time (distance traveled)

Muon momentum (Pμ) 
 reconstructed from range
Muon angle (θμ) : 
 reconstructed from 
SciBar track information~90% pure CC sample

~40K events

Signature: muon track

Extrapolate SciBooNE spectrum to MiniBooNE.
Propagate errors to MiniBooNE Recon. Eν

Achieved higher sensitivity than 
MiniBooNE-only oscillation search.
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MA: Axial-vector mass
κ: Pauli-blocking enhancement factor

Search for oscillation signal 
assuming 2-flavor mixing.
Fit MiniBooNE Rec. Eν distribution.
Evaluate the significance using 
the Feldman-Cousins’s method.

MA = 1.32 ± 0.10 (GeV)
κ = 1.015 ± 0.006Pre
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Reduced the flux and cross section uncertainties 
to the level of MiniBooNE detector uncertainty.
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Anti-neutrino analysis 
is also ongoing!

+

(the errors include statistical 
and systematic uncertainties)

MiniBooNE 
only errors


